Huntington Voices Summer 2021 Workshop Schedule

Before the Workshop

- You can choose to have materials and swag mailed to you or pick up at The Huntington.
- Join the Google Classroom.
- Complete orientation assignment and submit it through Google Classroom. This short activity will help you get acquainted with The Huntington’s online Art Collections Catalogue and The Huntington Digital Library.

Monday

Theme of the Day: Education & Democracy

Opening Question: What does it mean to educate for democracy?

9 a.m.
Log onto Zoom and enjoy a morning energizer as a group (synchronous)

9:30-10:30 a.m.
Learning Component - Time with Huntington Education staff and/or a Huntington curator to learn about who we are, why we do what we do, and how education changes over time (synchronous)

10:30-11:00 a.m.
Guided Wellness Moment (asynchronous)
11-Noon
Doing Component - Huntington Education staff will lead you in a making and creating activity centered around the theme Education + Democracy (synchronous)

Noon-1:00 p.m.
Lunch Break

1-1:15 p.m.
Log back onto Zoom for a reflection check-in

1:30-3:00 p.m.
Options - In Conversation (time to discuss theme of the day, Huntington online resources, and ask questions, synchronous) OR Independent Resource Development (asynchronous)

Tuesday

Theme of the Day: Artists & The Scientific Imagination

Opening Question: To what extent does art and science depend on the imagination?

9 a.m.
Log onto Zoom and enjoy a morning energizer as a group (synchronous)

9:30-10:30 a.m.
Learning Component - Time with Huntington Education staff and/or a Huntington curator to explore the intersections of art and science (synchronous)

10:30-11:00 a.m.
Guided Wellness Moment (asynchronous)

11-Noon
Doing Component - Huntington Education staff will lead you in a making and creating activity centered around the theme Artists + The Scientific Imagination (synchronous)

Noon-1:00 p.m.
Lunch Break

1-1:15 p.m.
Log back onto Zoom for a reflection check-in
Wednesday

Theme of the Day: Activists & Changemakers

Opening Question: In your opinion, who has made a positive contribution to society?

9 a.m.
Log onto Zoom and enjoy a morning energizer as a group (synchronous)

9:30-10:30 a.m.
Learning Component - Time with Huntington Education staff and/or a Huntington curator to explore Activists + Changemakers (synchronous)

10:30-11:00 a.m.
Guided Wellness Moment (asynchronous)

11-Noon
Doing Component - Huntington Education staff will lead you in a making and creating activity centered around the theme Activists + Changemakers (synchronous)

Noon-1:00 p.m.
Lunch Break

1-1:15 p.m.
Log back onto Zoom for a reflection check-in

1:30-3:00 p.m.
Options - In Conversation (time to discuss theme of the day, Huntington online resources, and ask questions, synchronous) OR Independent Resource Development (asynchronous)

Thursday

Theme of the Day: Beauty & The Natural World

Opening Question: Where can we find beauty in the natural world?

9 a.m.
Log onto Zoom and enjoy a morning energizer as a group (synchronous)
9:30-10:30 a.m.
Learning Component - Time with Huntington Education staff and/or a Huntington curator to explore Beauty & The Natural World (synchronous)

10:30-11:00 a.m.
Guided Wellness Moment (asynchronous)

11-Noon
Doing Component - Huntington Education staff will lead you in a making and creating activity centered around the theme Beauty & The Natural World (synchronous)

Noon-1:00 p.m.
Lunch Break

1-1:15 p.m.
Log back onto Zoom for a reflection check-in

1:30-3:00 p.m.
Options - In Conversation (time to discuss theme of the day, Huntington online resources, and ask questions, synchronous) OR Independent Resource Development (asynchronous)

Friday
End of Week Reflection

9 a.m.
Log onto Zoom and enjoy a morning energizer as a group (synchronous)

9:30-10:30 a.m.
Share your thinking and progress on your learning resources (synchronous)

10:30-11:00 a.m.
Guided Wellness Moment (asynchronous)

11:00-Noon
Celebration, reminders, and evaluation (asynchronous)